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Assrnlcr
A lunar pigeonite crystal from rock 10003,38 has broadened class (b) reflections ([
-tk:2ntl),
similar to those observed by Morimoto and Tokonami for a pigeonite from
Isle of Mull, Scotland The broadening suggests the presence of a domain structure with
domains about 100 A in size. Least squares refinement oI the class (b) diffraction data
reveals that the structure of the principal domains in the lunar pigeonite is close to that of
a clinohlpersthene with composition approximately Mg054Fe046SiO3; the ,L12 site is
six-coordinated, and the domains are assumed to have very little Ca (0.04 atom per given
formula unit, at most) The boundary regions between the domains are assumed to be
Ca rich, as suggested by Morimoto and Tokonami. Least srluares refinement of all the
data or of the class (a) data alone (h!h:22)
produces a "statistical" structure, similar
to that described by Morimoto and Giiven for the Mull pigeonite. The "statistical,, structure is considered to be an artifact produced by using normal data handling procedures in an
abnormal situation. The most plausible explanation for its appearance is the presence of
the "antiphase" domains postulated by Morimoto and Tokonami.

IurnonucrroN
A crystal structure refinementhas been carried out for a lunar pigeonite crystal fragment from the type B igneousrock 10003,38;a preliminary
account was given by Clark et al. (1970). The Apollo 11 type B rocks
have beendescribedby the National Aeronauticsand SpaceAdministration (1969),and the mineralogy of rock 10003was further consideredby
Agrell et al. (1970) and Mason et al. (I97O). Clinopyroxenes from rock
10003 have been studied by Ross et al. (1970a, D), Fern6ndez-Mordn
et al. (1970), and Adams and McCord (1970). Using the various techniques of electron-microprobe,X-ra1' diffraction, and spectral reflection,
theseinvestigatorsall agreedon the presenceof pigeonite.
In this paper we present the refinement results for the crystal structure
of this lunar pigonite, assumingthe reader'sknowledgeof the pigeonite
and clinoenstatitestructures (Morimoto, Appleman, and Evans, 1960)
and the pigeoniterefinementby Morimoto and Gi.iven(1968, 1970),the
clinoferrosilitestructural refinement(Burnham, 1967),the domain character of the pigeonitestructure postulated by Morimoto and Tokonami
(1969), and the orthopyroxenestructural refi.nementsby Ghose (i965),
Burpham (1967),and Morimoto and Koto (1969).The nomenclature{or
clinopyroxenesproposed by Burnham et al. (1967) is used.
The results of the present study lead us to the conclusion that the
Iunar pigeonite,in addition to containingsomeaugite exsolvedon (001),
has a domain structure. The data and our conclusions concernins the
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chemical and structural nature of these domains are presented in the
remainder of this paper, and a hypothetical crystallization sequencefor
the lunar pigeonite crystal is proposed.
ExpnmunNrerWom
Chemical,Composi.tionand Crystallograpky.We selected a crystal {ragment of size aJ-rproximately 0.09X0.09X0.15 mm, of as nearly pure pigeonite as could be obtained by X-ray
examination with the Buerger precession camera. The photographs of this crystal showed
the presence of a minor amount of augite exsolved on (001). The cell constants for both
pigeonite and the exsoived augite are given in Table 1, where the data for a terrestrial
pigeonite are also listed. By comparison of relative intensities on the precession photographs (Ross, Papike, and Shaw, 1969), the amount of exsolved augite is estimated to compose somewhere between ten to 25 weight percent of the crystal.l

Tesr-n 1 Cnrr, PannlmrERsl.oR LuN,c.nPrcroNrrE ANDAucttn lnou
Rocr 10003,38Couplnnn wrrrr ruosE ol Prcrorrre
lRoM THEIsr,n ol Mur,r,. Sco'rr,axo

Parameter

o (A)
b (A)
, (A)

pf)
Cell volume (43)
Space group

p1c":"1'e
"T::
rnrs sruoY'
9 . 6 7 8+ 0 . 0 1 0
8 . 9 0 5+ 0 . 0 1 0
5.227+0.005
1 0 8 . 7 1+ 0 . 0 8
430.6
P21/c

Mull pigeonite
Morimoto and Gtven
0970;

9 706t0.002
8 . 9 5+
00.001
5.246+0.001
+0.01
108.59
+32.0+0.2
P2t/c

Lunar augite
exsolvedon (001)
This study'
9 . 7 3 1+ 0 . 0 1 0
8.952+0.010
5.244+0.005
106.00 +0 08
439.1
C2/c

u Errors estimated from precession film measurements, corrected for shrinkage.
After single-crystal diftraction data were collected for the pigeonite, the crystal was
examined by A. E. Bence, SUNY, Stony Brook, using electron-microprobe scans wiLh
techniques and standards described b,r'Bence and Albee (1968). The scans revealed an
essentially homogeneous chemistry (Table 2) within the resolution of the electron microorobe.
Initially a formula was assigned to our pigeonite for use in the refinements by subtracting ten percent augite of composition assumed to be the same as that found by electron-microprobe analysis of a lunar augite from sample 10050,32 (Table 2)' The lunar
pigeonite is more magnesian than the terrestriai pigeonite from the Isle of X{u11, Scotland
(Table 2), for s'hich the results of a modern crystal structure refinement are available
Morimoto and Giiven, L968; 197{)).
Reflecti'onbroad.eningond' d'ornoin size.The broadening of class (b) reflectionsz, first reported
1 A typical precession h\l net of a lunar clinopl'roxene cr)'stal (rock 10003,38) containing about 50 percent pigeonite and 50 percent augite oriented on (001) is illustrated by
Ross et al'. (1970b,f-ig. lb).
2 Following the nomenclature of Bown and Gay (1957), the class (o) reflections are
thosehkl, with h+k:2n, and the class (b) reflections are those hkl' with hlk:2nll.
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T.tsr.n 2. Er-rcrnon Mrcr.opnosn An.qr-vsrseNo Fonuur,e AsstcNunNr
lon Lumln PrcroNrrr lnolr Rocr< 10003,38
Formula based on four cations

Oxide WL7a"

Average

CaO
NazO
FeO
MnO
MgO
Crroa
Tioz

5.37
0.03
20.64
0.40
18.29
0. 28
1 03

AlzOs

1.45

sioz
>

51.98
99.47

Ca
Na
Fe
Mn
Mg
Cr
Ti
AlVI

0 .2 1 8
0.002
0.656
0 013
1 035
0.008
0 029
0.039

AFV

o.026
t.974
4.000

5I

Morimoto and
Gtiven (1968)

This study

Cation

Assumed
augiteb

Assigned
pigeonite"

Pigeonite, Isle of
Mull, Scotlandd

0 .7 3 5

0.163

0 .1 6

0.307

0 .7 1 8

r.o2

0.900

1.050

o.82

0.058

0.026
0 043

0.106
1.894
4.000

0 017
1.983
4.000

2.00
4.00

a Average of 6 traverses. Absence of FezOa is assumed (Engel and Engel, 1970; Ilerr
et aL.,7970; Herzenberg and Riley, 1970; Maxwell et o1.,1970).
b Calculated as explained in the text by reference to the chemical composition of the
most calcic portion of augite from rock 10050,32, crystal no. 6, analysis 46 (Ross et al.,
1970b,Table 1); Mn and Cr included with Fe, and Na with Ca.
" Assuming 9016 pigeonite and, l0/s augite as above.
d Electron-probe microanalysis by F. R. Boyd, Geophysical Laboratory, Washington,
D. C , which was in good agreement with a chemical analysis by Hallimond (1914).
by Borvn and Gay (1957), was recently discussed in detail by Morimoto and Tokonami
(1969), who studied the efiect in pigeonite from the Isle of Mull, Scotland. Our observations of this phenomenon in the lunar pigeonite agree in general with the observations made
by Morimoto and Tokonami for the Mull pigeonite. The broadening is not readily visible
on precession photographs of the lunar pigeonite but is immediately apparent when 20
scans are recorded on the single-crystal diffractometer charts and compared with similar
scans for the class (o) reflections. We have not compared reflections from a standard crystal
with the class (o) reflections of the lunar pigeonite; we refer to the class (o) reflectrons as
"sharp" relative to the broader class (b) reflections only.
For our study of the lunar pigeonite reflections, we assumed that the broadening could
be directly related to the small size of the domains. This assumption implies that the single
crystal acts as a small mosaic diffraction grating in producing the class (b) reflections, each
mosaic reflecting X-rays independently of the others. On this basis, we examined the 29scan profiles of three class (6) reflections in the lunar pigeonite as follows From the width
of each of the three reflections, we subtracted a half-width measured for each of four standard class (o) reflections (Table 3). The resultant half-rvidth values were then assumed to
be due entirely to domain size, unafiected by either the type of instrument used to collect
the data, or the diffraction geometry. The average domain thickness I perpendicular to
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Tenr-r 3 DontarN TnrcrNnss" Estrunrl:o ron Cr-rNonvpeRSTHENE
lnou LuNen Rocr 10003'38
Domain thickness I (A), as estimated from
selected class (a) hkl rcflections

Class (b) h.hl,

702
052

23r

602

712

622

6JZ

Average I

129
1t9
77

L13
106

95

I IJ

I tJ

90
64

r07
72

106

,71

,71

for
t rz,where w 112:) (sin d'-sin 0") ,0' and 0" bein-grespectively the value.
" t:o.}9)t/w
constant
the
(MoKa),
and
A
tr:0.7107
half
maximumintensity,
at
sides
high and iow angle
0 90 was evaluated from calculated difiraction profiles (see text).
each of the three hkl planes was calculated front the hatf-width Wrn ol each reflection b,'l
using a variant of the Scherrer equation for Iine broadening: ,:O.9ol/trZrrz (Ross, 1968),
where tr is the X-ray wave length and I'trlrrz:2(sin 0'-sin0"),0' and0" being, respectively,
the values of theta at the high and low angle sides of the reflection, at half maximum intensity. The constant, 0.90, tYas evaluated from calculated difiraction profiIes obtained by
taking the Fourier transform of various model graphite platelets of differing thicknesses.
The thicl<ness obtained from these calculations is given in Table 3. The values suggest that
the domains are somewhat equant since the three reciprocal lattice vectors [702]x, [052]*,
and [231]x are oriented quite difterently in reciprocal space. There is some indication that

of the
Apollo 12 rock 12021,103.Though these observations do not bear directly on the size
that
ciinohlpersthene domains in the pigeonite from rock 10003, they do demonstrate
broadening.
line
cause
to
thin
be
sufficientiy
crystals
can
exsolution lamellae in lunar
pigeonite
collection and. Ref.nem.ento.f x-ray Dilfracti.on Data.Intensity data for the lunar
were collected automatically on a normal-beam, equatorial diffractometer with Nb-fi1tered
Mo X-radiation , and,20 scan methods using a scintillation counter with background counts
ra'ere
of 20 seconds at beginning and end points. Absorption corrections (p:34'7 cm-r)
refinein
the
used
were
data
the
uncorrected
that
overall
calculated, but rnere so slight
and
ments. corrections for anomalous dispersion were applied, and detaiis of the collection
to
are
used,
programs
computer
and
factors
the
scattering
refinement methods, including
be found in clark, Appleman, and Papike (1969). A total of 1361 non-equivalent lthl reflections were available for the refinements. Of this number, 589 were considered "unobserved,, because th" I nol was less than five times ihe standard deviation from the counting
and
statistics. The refinements were initiated using the parameters obtained by Morimoto
FollowGiiven (1968) for the Muli pigeonite, with unit weights assigned to all reflections.
ing six cycles of rehnement for scale factor, positional parameters, individual isotropic
to
teirperature factors, and \Ig/Fe occupancy in the M sitesr, the residual R dropped
1 Assuming fully occupied M sites, fixing ca in nI2 andTi and Alvr in 1111with values
(Table 2).
assigned from the probe ana'lysis for these elements and, for total Fe total Mg
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Frc. 1. Electron micrograph by E. J. Dwornik, U. S. Geological Survey, of a fragment
of a lunar augite crystal from rock 10047,27, showing lamellae and domains (very light
areas) of pigeonite. Although the lamellae generally trend parallel to (001) of the host
they show a complex sub-structure, splitting into pairs, coalescing, and curving in various
areas of the photograph. The lamellae vary in thickness and in some areas (right side of
photograph) coalesce into larger domains, some as thick as 350 A.

0.077 and the values listed in Table 4 in the column headed "AII data" were in good agreement with those found for the Mull pigeonite.
The data were then divided into tlvo classes,673 class (o) reflections with 475 observed
intensities, and 688 class (b) reflections with 297 observed intensities. Refinements were
carried out separately for each data set, using first unit weights and then rveights based on
the counting statistics; the ]atter scheme gave better results and was used in the final
cycles. For the class (o) data, the same parameters were refined in three cycles as for all the
data, and the results are similar (Table 4). For the class (b) data, the unexpectedly good
results, discussed belolr', led to some changes in procedure for the later cycles. The Mg/Fe
occupancy was refined u.'ithout including any other cations, for the following reasons. First,
tests with and without the 0.16atom of ca in M2 showed that the refinements were insensitive to its presence. second, although ca commonly takes seven to nine coordinating
oxygens, and rarely as few as six, the coordination of this M2 site was clearly sixfold. The
additional oxygens completing the eightfold coordin.ation of Ca in diopside are removed to
beyond 3.0 A in this structure. I'hird, a minimum Ca-O approach is close to 2 30 A (MacGillavry and Rieck, 1962, p. 260), w-hereashere four of the six ?12-o distances are less than
2.20 A. For these reasons,it was considered that very little ca coulcl be accommodated in
such a site.
Using the class (b) data, three cycles of relinement rvere carried out omitting Ca, and
without any chemical restriction other than that the total chemical content of ,411 plus
,l{2 be Mg}Fe:2.0.
The initially assigned equal distribution, MI and M2 each 0.50 Mg
plus 0.50 Fe, changed to yield values almost the same as tht-rsegiven in Table 4 for the
class (b) data. This refinement exhibited no anomalies, produced reasonable temperature
factors, also similar to those in Table 4 (classb data), and gave a total amount of Fe pres-
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ent as 0.92 atom. When the average bond distances for each M site were used in the reIationships between bond distance and ferrosilite content given by Morimoto and Koto
(1969) for orthoenstatite, the resultant amount of total Fe was also 0.92 atom. Therefore
the total amount of I'e was hxed at this value for the remaining refinements. Finally, three
cycles were carried out fixing all parameters except the anisotropic temperature factors for
03 oxygens and the M2 site. Anisotropic temperature factors could not be refrned for all
atoms because of the small number of data.
The iinai parameiers are compared in Table 4 with those from the other refinements,
and the anisotropic temperature factors and thermal ellipsoids are given in Table .5. A
stereoscopic-pair view of the structure is given in Figure 2 for convenience in considering
the structural details. The observed and calculated structure factors for the two classes of
data are compared in Table 61. A final electron-density map based on aII the observed data
but using the parameters from the class (b) data refi.nement was calculated as a check, and
had no unusual features A difierence Fourier calculated r,vith class (b) data only was featureless, showing nothing more than *0.5 electrons per cubic Angstrom. A subtraction
I.ourier was calculated from the class (o) data, and its interpretation is discussed below'

DrscussroN oF RESULTslRoM TrrE Cnvsrer-SrnucruRE RnnrNBlrnxr
Atomic parametersanaltem,Peroture
f actors.The parameters obtained from
the refinements using all data, and class (a) data only' are in agreement
with those obtained by Morimoto and Giiven (1970) from refinement of
all data for the Mull pigeonite. However, the separate refinement of the
Iunar pigeonite class (6) data shows significant differences from the
others.
Consideringfirst the refinementusing all data, none of the positional
parameters differ from those of the Mull pigeonite by more than seven
standard deviations, and those few greater than three standard deviations are for atoms such'asO3A, MI and M2, where shifts with changes
in chemical composition might be expected. The refinement using only
the class (o) data gives similar results with somewhat larger associated
errors. However, these two refinementsand that for the Mull pigeonite
have in common some disturbing features. The standard deviations are
appreciably higher than thosefound f or parameters of C2/c intermediatecomposition clinopyroxenes (Peacor, 1967; Clark, Appleman, and
Papike, 1969), although the data were collected and refined similarly in
two cases.The pigeonite temperature factors are generally larger than
normal and exhibit curious imbalancefor atoms having the same role in
different chains, e.g., Mull pigeonit-e,O2A 0.93 fr', O2B 1.23 A2; lunar
pigeonite (all data), O3A 1.6+0.1 42, O3B 1.0+0.1 42. Such variations
are well outside the limits of error and furthermore are physically un1To obtaina copyof Table6, orderNAPSDocumentrt01379
fromNationalAuxiliary
PublicationsService,c/o CCM Information Corporation,909 Third Avenue,New York,
New York 10022,remitting in advance$2.00for microficheor $5.00for photocopies,payable to CCMIC-NAPS.
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Teslr 4. Coupanrsomol Aroltc Plnavnrnns lnolt Vanrous Rnr.rltrueNrs
or Dere lon a Luxln Prcroxrm rnolr Rocr 10003,38erlo
A PrcEoNrrErron Isr,B or Mur,r-, Scormup

Atom

MI

M2

SiB

o1A

02A

o2B.

o3,A

^
rarametera

Mull pigeonite
Morimoto and
buven
(1970)b

Lunar pigeonite, This study

All data

Mg
Fe
Ti (fixed)
A1 (fixed)
r
y
z
B
Ca (fixed)
Mg
Fe
r
y
z
B
r
y
z
B
r
y
z
B
r
y
z
B
*
y
z
B
t
y
z
B
r

0 .7 8
0 . 1 s( 1 )
003
0.04
0.2508(4)
0.2s03(3)
0.6s48(2)
0.6s38(3)
O.2328(8)
0.2283(6)
0.67
0 . 6 7( 6 )
0.18
0 .1 6
0.060
0.27
0.760
0 .5 7
0.2564(3)
0.2s60(3)
0 . 0 1 8 3( 1 )
0 . 0 1 8(72 )
0.2308(6)
0 2269(+)
r.26
1 . 1 1( 4 )
(3)
0.0427(s)
0.0431
0 . 3 3 9 8( s )
0.3408(4)
0 2797(6)
0 . 2 7 9(4s )
0.62
0 . 7 4( 4 )
0 5504(3)
0.ss08(3)
0.8367(s)
0.8377(3)
o . 2 3 7 2( 6 )
o 2367(s)
0.54
0 . s 2( 4 )
(8)
0.8659(8)
0.8678
(e)
0.3404(13) o.s377
( 1 s ) 0. 1708
(14)
0.1715
062
0.72(1O)
(8)
0.3743(8)
0.3739
(9)
0 .8342(r3) 0.8362
(r4)
0 . 1 3 4 4( 1 5 ) 0.1332
0.66
0.7s(10)
(8)
o . r 2 2 0 ( 9 ) 0 1216

y
z
B
*
y

(rr)
o.9877
(r7)
o.3765
1.23
0 . 1 0 3(7s )
(6)
o.2633

0 . 7 2 0( 7 )
0.280

0.4970(10)
o . 3 3 0 6( 1 6 )
0.93
0.6290(8)

o 4qol ro)

0.3280(1s)
0 . 9 0( 1 0 )
0.6307(9)
0.987s(e)
(1s)
0 .3 7 7 1
1 . r 2( 1 2 )
0. 1039(10)
0.26se(10)

Class (o)
data

Class (b)
datao

0.79
0.67
0 . 1 4( 1 )
0.33(e)
0.03
004
(e) 0.2s06(2)
0.2491
0.6.540
0.6s48(6)
0.226s(r4) 0. 2300(4)
0.6e(8)
0.ss (6)
0.16
0.26
0.41
0 .5 8
0.59
0 2s69(s) 0.2s64(1)
(3)
0 . 0 1 8(e2 ) 0.0167
(4)
0.2289(10) 0.2246
1 . 2 2( 6 )
0 .s 1( 3 )
(2)
0.043e(6) o.0434
(4)
o . s 4 r 2( 7 ) 0.3399
0 2786(r3) 0.2844(s)
0 . 7 1( 1 1 ) 0.40(4)
0.ss01(6) 0.ss20(2)
(4)
0 . 8 3 7(17 ) 0.8364
(s)
0 .2 3 s s( 1 2 ) 0.2368
0 .7 0( 1 0 ) 0 34(4)
(19) 0.8684(7)
0.8712
(21) 0 . 3 3 7(31 0 )
0.3377
(12)
0. 171s(36) 0.1740
0.74(31) 0 .s 7( 1 1 )
0 3703(20) 0 . 3 7 s (s7 )
0 . 8 3 s (82 2 ) 0.83s7(e)
(12)
0 .1 3 1 (93 7 ) 0.1296
1.01(3s) 0 . 4 3( 1 1 )
0 . r r 7 7\ 1 6 ) 0.1231(8)
(10)
0.s003(16) 0.1e77
(30) 0.s3r2(13)
0.3260
0.8s(26) 0 .7 8( 1 3 )
(7)
0.634s(16) o.6314
0 9874(16) 0.e8s0(e)
(s2)0.s8r4(r2)
0.s7er
0 . 8 8( 2 6 )
0 .s e( 1 2 )
0. 1034(12) 0. 1048(6)
0.2667(rs) 0.2683
(6)
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Tesr,n 4. (Continued)

Atom

Paramelera

z
B

03B

f.

v
Z

B
Scale factor
R all data
observed only
R (wt ) all data
observed only
.
l|
bto. errorm I lobsl
No. of data, all
observed only

Mull pigeonite
Morimoto and
Giiven
(1970)b

0 . 5 7 7 9( r 3 )
0 .9 5
0. 60s3(s)
0.7087(6)
o.477s(t2)
0.93

0 036

i500
507

Lunar pigeonite This study

All data

Class (o)
data

Class (b)
datac

(e)
(2s) 0 s917
0. 58s2(18) o.s81s
1 . 6 2( 1 4 )
1 3e (17)
r.r2(9)
(s)
0.6041(8) 0.6034(10) 0.6o4s
(6)
(e) a . 7 0 74 ( 1 r ) 0.7047
o.7o7e
(e)
(rs) 0.4739(21) 0.4707
o 4752
1.0s(e)
1 . 0 4( 1 1 ) 0 . 8 0( 1 4 )
(rr)
0.609(10) 0.603(12) 0.7r4
0.134
0.098
0.152
0.039
0.077
0 .0 7 1
0.050
0 113
0.0s4
0 .0 8 1
0 .0 5 3
0.028
r.17
447
s.73
o/J
688
1361
+t J
297
772

'B in (A)'?Valuesin parentheses
are one standarddeviation:
lor 0.2296(22)rea"d02295+0.0022,for O.2506(2)
read 0.2506*0.O1C2,
etc.

R:Illr.l-lr"lilllt',1;R(wt.):tlr(lr.l-lp"i),/LF.,lu,,rvherezu:1unless
otherwise noted
b Isotropic B values calculated from anisotropic refinements. Value given for number
of all data is from Morimoto and Gtiven (1968).
c Statistical weights based on cor-urting statistics were used, so zr in R (wt.) is 1/a,r
Anisotropic temperature refi.nementswere made for O3A, O3B, MZ only (Table 5);
ecluivalent isotropic B values are given here for those atoms,

reas.onable.
The temperaturefactor for the M2 site, despitethe presence
of lessthan 0.20 atom of Ca, remainshigh at about 1.2 4,, a value comparable to those found for sites having major Ca or Na (Clark, Appleman, and Papike, 1969) but about double the value usually associated
with sites containing major Mg or Fe.
However, the results for the refinement using only the class (6) data
give a substantially lower residrralR. Some of the positional parameters
for severalatoms differ appreciablyfrom those found in refinementsusing other data sets.The temperaturefactors tend to equalizefor atoms
having a similar role in the different chains, notably for O2A, O2B and
O3A, O3B. Although the B vah-resof the 03 oxygen atoms do remain
high at about 1.0 42, such a result is physically reasonablebecausethese
are the ox-v-gen
atoms linking the tetrahedra into chains. Particularly
noteworthy is the temperaturefactor obtainedf or the M2 site,0.51+ 0.03
42, which agreeswell with values generally reported for six-coordinated
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5. ANrsorrolrc Trupnna.rupc I''lcron TnNson Ver-urs eNo Tsnnual
Er,r,rpsornsron O3A, O3B aNo M2 rN LuNet CLINoHYPERSTHENEU
Tensor values (X104)

r\tom

o3A
o3B
M2

Btt

l3"t

22(6)
22(6)
r7 (2)

s4(8)
44(8)
18(2)

9x

es (16)
110(1s)
38(4)

Ar"

lrt

9n

o (6)
7 (s)
3 (1)

16(e)
22(8)
6 (3)

33 (e)
26(e)
4 (2)

Thermal ellipsoids
Axis 1, rms amplitucle (A)
angle (") with a
b
C

Axis 2, rms amplitude (A)
angle (') ivith a
b
c
Axis 3, rms amplitucle (A)
angle (") with a
b
c

03A
0 . 0 8( 1 )
120(39)
118(8)
32 (16)
0 10(1)
148(39)
83 (18)
102(36)
0 . 1 6( 1 )
98 (7)
2e (6)
6r (6)

o3B
0 . 0 9( 1 )
1 7 s( 1 1 )
86(68)
68(e.5)
0 . 1 0( 1 )
91(107)
s s( 1 2 )
140(63)
0 . 1 s( 1 )
8s (e)
36(e)
se(8)

M2
0 066(4)
8 1( 1 0 )
1 1 0( 1 0 )
34 (12)
0. 080(4)
49 (1s)
, 1 3 2( 1 3 )
123(12)
0.093(4)
42 (rs)
49 (14)
e7 (8)

n Errors in parentheses are one standard deviation; Ior 22(6) read 0.0022+0.0006,
e/c. Itms means root mean square. Temperature factor form: erp{- tt,
Lt,-rnnhtpot

Frc. 2. Stereoscopic-pair view of the clinohypersthene structure) o horizontal, b vertical, {c towards viewer. Outline of one unit cell is shown; selected atoms are labelled. Coordination arornd M2 can be followed at a labelled II2. Drawing produced by ORTEP
fohnson, 196.5)
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I,'rc. 3. Stereoscopic-pair view of the coordination octahedra Ml and M2 in clinohypersthene showing the thermal ellipsoids for 03 oxygens and the M2 cztion; orientation
is nearly the same as in Fig. 2, Drawing produced by ORTEP (Johnson, 1965).

M2 sitescontaining Mg/Fe: hypersthene,0.43+0.03 A' (Ghose, 1965);
clinoferrosilite, 0.54*0.03 42 (Burnham, 1967); orthoenstatite, 0.77
+0.07 A' (Morimoto and Koto, 1969).This low value is in striking contrast to the values around 1.2 A2 found from refinements using other
data sets.
The anisotropic temperature factor refi.nementsfor O3A, O3B, and
M2 proceededsmoothly. As Figure 3 illustrates, the two oxygen atoms
have similar thermal ellipsoids, both resembling prolate spheroids, and
the thermal ellipsoid for M2 is virtually a sphere.There is little evidence
available to determine what values the axes of thermal ellipsoids can be
expected to have for oxygen atoms in an ordered structure. In a comparison of six ordered clinopyroxene structures, values from 0.04 to
0.13 A were found (Prewitt and Burnham, 1966; Clark et al. 1969,Table
19). The present values are about one-third higher (Table 5), but it is
difficult to assessthe significance of this difference. Oxygen atoms in
other, ordered structures with no compositional complications are found
to have thermal ellipsoids of similar magnitudes. Examples are few but
one is provided in the sheet structure of fabianite, CaBsOr(OH), where
rms amplitudes of 0.08 to 0.14 A are found for the axes of thermal
ellipsoidsof oxygenatoms (Konnert et aL.1971).In the absenceof further
evidence, about all that can be said about the oxygen thermal elliposids
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ljlstance

,9-

(A)

Atoms
A chain

si-o1
si-o2
ave.,4 non-br.

si-o3
si-o3'
ave.,4 br.
ave. of 4
ave. of 8
Si-Si,

1.60s(7)
1 s83(e)

B chain

1.618(6)
1 se3(8)

1.600
1 6 s 1( s )
1 . 6 s 2( 6 )
1 . 6 3 7( s )
1 . 6 6 7( s )
|.652
1.6t9
1 632
1.626
3.06s(4)
s.032(4)

Oxygen aloms
of O-Si-O
angle

or, 02
0 1 ,0 3
01, o3',
02, 03
02, 03'
0 3 ,0 3 '
c)303',-o3"
si-o3-si'

Angle (")
A chain

B chain

1183 (5)
(3)
110.7
108.7(3)
100. 8 (3)
11r.2 (4)
106.4(2)

r17.5 (4)
r o 7. r ( 4 )
106.3(3)
104.6 (3)
110.4(4)
tlt.0(2)

(s)
16s.7
137s (4)

14ss (s)
B2 A(3)

e Errors in parenthesesare one standard deviation: for 1 605 (7) read 1 605 +0.0C7 A
e/c. Abbreviations as follows: non-br., non-bridging oxygen atcms; br., bridging oxygen
atons.

in lunar pigeonite is that the values are not indicative of major disordering or appreciable thermal motion. As for the M2 site in lunar pigeonite,
the values of its thermal ellipsoid provide no evidence for any disordering, becausethey are quite similar to those observedfor the six-coordinated Ml site in C,2/c ord.ered.
clinopyroxenesand are actually less than
those for the M2 site in such clinopyroxenes (Prewitt and Burnham,
1966; Clark et al. 1969,Table 19). Clearlv, further evidenceon this point
is needed for meaningful discussion.
Interatomic Distancesand.Angles. Bond lengths and angles and selected
interatomic distancesand angleshave been calculatedfrom the parameters obtained in the refinement of class (D) data. The results for the
silicate tetrahedra are given in Table 7, and for the Ml octahedron, in
Table 8. These values are comparable to those obtained b-v Morimoto
and Giiven for the Mull pigeonite,allowing for the differencein chemical
composition of.the Ml site. The characteristic features common to chain
silicatesare evident here: the short Si-O2 distances,the longer Si-O distances for the bridging 03 oxygen atoms, and the increasedO1-Si-O2
angle of the non-bridging oxygens.There is considerabledifferencein the
O3-O3'-O3"anglebetweenthe two chains,the,4 chain (165.7o)resembling
in this respectthe chainsof C2/cintermediate-composition clinopyroxenes
(Clark et al., t969), whereasthe B chain (145.5")is much m.oretwisted. A
similar differencebetween A and B chains was found in the MulI pigeonite
(Morimoto and Giiven, 1968; 1970) and in clinoferrosilite (Burnham,
1967).
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Oxygen atom
of

Location of oxygen atom

Distance 1A)

Mt-o
o1A
o1A'
o18
o1B',
o2A
o2B

0.1316
0 .1 3 1 6
0.3755
0.3755
0.1231
0.3686

0.6627
0. 8373
0.6643
0 .8 3 s 7
0 4977
0.4850

-0.1740
0.3260
0.6296
0.1296
o.3312
0.1186

2 . 0 s 7( 7 )
2.r42(9)
2 . 0 s 2( 7 )
(8)
2.176
2.044(9)
2 .087(8)
ave.2.093

Ml

Oxygenatoms
oI O-MI-O
angle

Angle (")

1A, 1A'
1A, 18'
7A',2L
7F.,28
1A',18
1A', 18'
lA',24

e 2 . 8( 3 )
84.2(3)
9s.9 (3)
8 s . 1( 3 )
8s.2 (3)
83 0 (4)
e 2 .s ( 3 )

Oxygen atoms
oI O-M|-O
angle
18, 18',
rB,2A
78,28
lBt,28
2A^,28
lB"2L
1A, 18
lA',28

Angle (")

9r.4 (3)
8 8 . 4( 3 )
e 6 . 7( 3 )
e4.2(3)
e0.4 (s)
17s.s (4)
1 7 s. 3 ( s )
176.6(3)

a Errors in parenthesesare one standard deviation: Ior 2.057 (7) read 2.057+0.007 A.
contents, 0.67 Mg, 0.33 Fe (from site occupancy refinements).

A linear relationship between mearr Ml-O distance and Mg/Fe occupancy for the Ml site in orthopyroxeneshas been given by Morimoto
and Koto (1969), and using that equation, occupanciesof 0.69 Mg and
0.31 Fe2+are found for the lunar pigeonite.These values agreewith the
final results of the site occupancy refinement,0.67 Mg and 0.33 Fe2+,
within the rather large error (Table 4). A similar linear relationship can
be obtained for the Ml site in clinopyroxenesby taking as end points the
bond distances for diopside and clinoferrosilite (see Clark et al. 1969, p.
43). Using the notation of Morimoto and Koto (1969), this relationship is

r [a 1 t1 - o ] : 2 .0 7+7 o .o 6ox
wherez is the mean M1-O distance,and X is the mole percentferrosilite.
The values obtained from this equation for the lunar pigeonite are 0.73
Mg and 0.27 F e2+
, again in agreementwith the site occupancy refinement,
within the errors.
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The M2 coordination in the lunar pigeonite is definitely sixfold and is
illustrated together with the Ml octahedron in Figure 3. The M2 octahedron containing Mg in orthoenstatite(Morimoto and Koto, 1969)and
the one containing Fe2+in clinoferrosilite (Burnham, 1967) are remarkably similar to the mixed (Mg,Fe)-octahedron(M2) ot the presentstructure (Table 9). Only pyroxenes with eight-coordinated M2 sites are
known to have the C2/c (diopside type) structure. Since 1960 when
Morimoto, Appleman, and Evans discussed the effect of introducing
small bivalent cations such as Mg and Fe2+into the clinopyroxene structure, numerousinvestigatorshave agreedthat the resultant reduction of
the M2 site from eightfold to sixfold coordination produces distortions in
the silicate chains that cause the symmetry changesobserved: either to
monoclinic Ph/c or to orthorhombic Pbca.
The longest M2-O distance observed for the six coordinating oxygens
in lunar pigeoniteis 2.557+ 0.006 A. fnis value is higher than the 2.453
+0.009 A in orthoenstatite (Morimoto and Koto, 1969), but slightly
lower than the 2.587+ 0.006A in clinoferrosilite(Burnham, 1967).In the
Itrnar pigeonite the next approach by an oxygen to M2 is 3.021*
0.006 A by O3B', whereasSiA approachesat 2.851A (seediscussionbelow). Although O3B'has been consideredpdrt of a sevenfoldcoordination polyhedron in pigeonite (Morimoto, Appleman, and Evans, 1960;
Morimoto and Giiven, 1970),we believethat it is too f ar away to be part
of the primary coordination scheme.The M2 site has primary coordination of either six or eight oxygen atoms, but not seven.
With the refinements now available the differencesbetween the M2
sites in the C2/c and P21/c structures produced by this coordination
changecan be followed in detail, and referenceto a labelledM2 in Figure
2 illustrates the discussion.The refinement of diopside (Clark, Appleman,
and Papike, 1969, see Fig. 3) shows that edgesof four tetrahedra are
shared with the large M2 polyhedron: two equivalents, O2C2-O3C1 and
O2D2-O3DL, each 2.570+0.002 A, and two other equivalents,O3C103C2 and O3D1-O3D2, each2.64410.003A. The octahedroncoordinating the M2 site in pigeonite has only one edge shared with a tetrahedron,
to diopside02D2-O3D1, but
and this is the O2A-O3A edge,correspondrng
shortened in pigeonite to 2.492+0.009 A. As a result, there is a close
M2-S\A approach of 2.851+0.009 A. B..nnr. only one 03 from each
chain coordinatesthe pig eoniteM2, there are no O3-O3 tetrahedral edges
shared with the M2 octa.hedron.The remaining possible shared tetrahedral edge, correspondingto diopside O2C2-O3C[, is O2B-O3B' in
pigeonite,not 02B-O3B which is not a tetrahedraledge.lThe tetrahedral
I Morimoto and Giiven (1970) say that each,412 polyhedron shares
"two edges (O2BO3B and O3B-O3B') with SiB tetrahedra". They are inciuding O3B' in the coordination
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angles involved reflect these changes.The shared edgesin diopside have
associatedO-Si-O angles reduced from the normal tetrahedral value to
103.5"and 104.2";in pigeonite,the retained sharededge(,4 chain) has a
tetrahedralangle of 100.1o,but the released,and now unshared,edgehas
the normal tetrahedralangleof 109.60.Similar effectsare also observedin
the M2 octahedra and O-Si-O angles of orthoenstatite and clinoferrosilite.
The averageMZ-O bond distancehas been related to Mg/Fe occupancy
of the M2 site in orthopyroxenes by Morimoto and Koto (1969). Using
that relationship and the average lunar pigeonite M2-O distance, 2.213
A, the M2 site would contain 0.33 Mg and 0.67 Fe2+.The site occupancy
refinementsgave 0.41 Mg and 0.59 Fe2+,again in agreementwithin the
rather large errors. Ilowever, a similar linear relationship can be developed including the possibility of Ca-O contributions, provided a few
further assumptionsare made, as follows. For the average six-coordinated
M2-O distance we take Ca-O from diopside, 2.425 A (Clark, Appleman,
and Papike, 1969), Mg-O from orthoenstatite,2.158 A (Morimoto and
Koto, 1969),and Fe2+-Ofrom clinoferrosilite,2.22+A (Burnham, 1967).
Using the average2.213 A value (Table 9) for the lunar pigeonite, wc
can calculate the number of atoms of Ca and Fe2+that might be present
in M2by fi.xing the amount of Mg and assuming the site fully occupied.
If we take the minimum amount of Mg as 0.26 atom (Table 4) and the
maximum as 0.41, we find, respectively,0.03 and 0.08 atom of Ca. This
method seemsto provide a reasonableestimate of the limits of Ca thatmight be consideredpresent in the M2 site.
Such a low Ca content is in agreement with the values obtained from
electron-microprobeanalysesof coexisting inverted pigeonite and augite
host from the Bushveld intrusion (Boyd and Brown, 1969).The inverted
pigeonitehost which had exsolvedaugite contains0.06 Ca atom per formula unit based on six oxygens. The lamellae of clinohypersthene exsoived from the augite host contain 0.03 atom of Ca per formula unit.
Interpretation oJ the reswlts of the crystal-slructwreref,nement.The lunar
pigeonite we are studying is a single crystal, but we know from the broadening of the class (6) reflections that the crystal is composed of small
mosaic domains. The satisfactory refinement of the class (6) data taken
together with the resultant structural features suggestthat the structure
poll'hedron; the octahedron we are consrderingomits O3B'. The coordinates of the O2B and
O3B' atoms coordinating M2 at t}re r, yt,z oI 'fable 4 are: O2B, s:0.3686, l:0.0150,
z:0.6186; O3B', r:0.3955, y:0.2954, z:0.5293, so thesetwo are in the same tetrahedron, but O3B at .r:0.3955, y:9.2946, z:0.0293 is not. 'Iherefore, for the octahedron, the
only edge shared with a tetrahedron is O2A-O3A. Inspection of the labelled tr42 site (!-ig.
2) illustrates the situation.
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Teer-u 9. Coupnrson
or,142 OcunrDRA loR Luxan CrrNonypERsrrrENE lnou Rocx
10003,38, a Prcnourrr lnou fsle or Mur-r-, Scorr,,nxn, lN OntnonNs:rATrrE rRoM
trrn Brsrropvnln Mrreopmr,
aNo n SvNrrrsrrc ClrxolennosrlrrE
Distance (A)'
Oxygen atom
of
M2-O

o1A
o1B
o2A
o28
03A
03B
average of 4 shortest
average of 6

o3B',

Mull
pigeonite

Lunar
clinohypersthene

Bishopville
orthoenstatite

Synthetic
clinoferrosilite

Morimoto and
Giiven (1970)

This study

Morimoto and
Koto (1969)

Burnham
(1967)

2.143(r0)
(10)
2.156
2 . 0 9 3( 1 0 )
2 .006(10)
2.4s0(6)
2 . 6 1 4( 7 )
2.099
2.240
2.e68(6)

2. 168(8)
2. 130(8)

2.826
2.959
2.789
. t ./ o r
2.886
3.O29
3.4t9
2.497
3.tt6
3.77r
3 .680
2 940
3.139

2 . 8 6 1( 1 0 )

(7)
2.Osr
r.996(7)
2 . 3 7 6( 6 )

(6)
2.ss7
2.086
2.213
3 . 0 2 1( 6 )

2 . r o 2( 9 )
(e)
2.081
2 . 0 3 s( 1 0 )
(10)
1.984
2.2e2(e)
2.4ss(e)
2 .050
2.158
3.109

2 . r s g( 7 )
2.136(6)
2 . a 3 2( s )
(s)
1.985
2.44(s)
2.s87(6)
2 .078
2.224
3.rc7

2 . 8 0 0( 1 0 )
2.9r0(13)
2 . 7 5 7( r r )
3 . s 7 7( 1 2 )
2 .804(11)
2 . 9 7 7( r 3 )
(11)
3.201
2 . 5 0 0( 1 2 )
3 . 0 3 7( r 2 )
3 . 5 2 9( r 2 )
3 . 4 4 r( r 3 )
2.884(12)
3.035

2.8s1
2.e0g
2.8s6
3.742
2 .9r4
3.02.5
3.391
2.s37
3.078
3.636
3.593
2.e86
3.126

Octahedral edges

o1A-O1B
o1A-O2A
o1A-O2B
o1A-O3A
o1B-O2A
o1B-O2B
o1B-O3B
02A-O3A
02A-O3B
o2B-O3A
02B-O3B
03A-O3B
Average

2.9s2(tr)
2.8o2(10)
(11)
3.700
2 . 8 s 6( 1 1 )
3 . 0 3 2( 1 0 )
3 . J 4 1( 1 0 )
2.492(9)
3 .08s(10)
3 . 6 4 9( 1 0 )
3 s94(9)
2 . e 4 s( 7 )
3.109

Angles(')

oI O-M2-O
Oxygens
o1A,O18
o1A,O2A
o1A,O2B
o1A,O3A
o18,O2A
o1B,O2B
o18,O3B
o2A,O3A
o2A,O3B
o2B,O3A
o2B,O3B
o3A,03B
Average
01A, 03B
02A,O2B
o1B, O3A

82.2
8 8 .6
84.4
110.5
85.6
93.4
9 1. 1
66.6

82.r

116.2
104.8
71.2
89.7
1 6 8. 9
1 7 3. 0
148.3

83.4 (4)
88.8 (3)
84.s (3)
1 0 8 . 9( 2 )
86.2 (3)

e4 s (3)
e0.s (2)

68.0 (3)
83.3 (3)
1 1 2.8 ( 3 )
(3)
103.6
73 2 (2)
89.8
r70.3(2)
1 7 3 .(13 )
1 s 0s. ( 2 )

84.1 (3)
8 9 . 4( 4 )
8 4 . 8( 4 )
1 0 8 . 9( 4 )
8 s . 9( 4 )
94.2 (3)
8 9 . 4( 3 )
7 0 . 3( 4 )
8 4 . 6( 3 )
1 1 1 . 0( 4 )
101.2(3)
7 4 . 8( 3 )
89.9
17t.5
174.2
152.3

83.2
87.8
87.0
108.6
88.7
94.4
91.3
68.3
8 2. 7
109.9
r02 8
72.8
89.8
169.1
173.6
153.2

u Errors in parenthesesare one standard deviation; lor 2.143 (10) read 2.143+0.010 A,
elc. Distances and angles not given in reference were calculated during present study using
coordinates in reference.
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of the domains is essentially that of a clinohypersthene with chemical
composition close to Mgo.srFeo.qoSiOs.
For a formula based on six oxygens, the amount of Ca present is limited to 0.05*0.03 atoms, according to the evidencejust presented.With this information in mind, we
next examinethe "antiphase" domain model proposedby Morimoto and
Tokonami (1969) for pigeonites.
Dou.q,rx MolBr, ron Prcooxrrns
Morimoto and Tokonami (1969) suggestedthat at high temperatures
there exists a pyroxene phase of pigeonite composition with a C-centered
lattice. On cooling, this phase transforms to pigeonite with Phf c symmetry. Transformation between a C2/c pyroxene and one with Ph/c
symmetry has sincebeen observedexperimentally(Smyth, 1969; Prewitt, Papike, and Ross, 1970; Prewitt, Papike, and Bence, oral comm.,
transformation observed in lunar pigeonite, 1970).
In the X-ray patterns of Isle of Mull pigeonite, Morimoto and Tokonami observed and analyzed diffuse class (b) reflections. They propose
that such reflections are diffuse in pigeonite becauseof the occurrenceof
two sets of domains, both having identical primitive lattices but displaced,
one with respect to another, by the translation (a-lb)/2. They refer to
these as "antiphase" domains. Such a translation, as they point our,
shifts an A-type silicate chain into the position of a B-type chain. Because the configurations of the two types of chains are similar, the
translational mistake does not appreciably perturb the crystal structure.
However, as they show (Morimoto and Tokonami, 1969,Fig. 6), the shift
doesproduce bands with a C-centeredlattice along the domain boundaries. From their analysis of the class (D)reflections,they conclude that the
domain boundariesoccur statistically every 20 unit cellsalong the o and
b directions.They suggestthat Ca tends to concentrateat the domain
boundaries, which are considered sufficiently narrow to be of negligible
volume compared with the primitive domains, and which therefore make
a negligible contribution to the observed reflections.
Although Morimoto and Tokonami say in some sectionsof their paper
that the domainshave "the statisticalstructure of pigeonite,'(Morimoto
,,theatoms
and Tokonami, 1969,p.737),they say elsewhere(i.bi.d,.,p.734)
surrounding Mg and Fe form a clinoenstatite or clinoferrosilite-like arrangement while those surrounding Ca form a diopside-like arrangem.ent". They go on to say "The resultant structure is the statisticalmean
of these modifications." On the basis of the present refinement of class
(D)data for the lunar pigeonite,we suggestthat the "resultant structure"
obtained by refinement of all data (or of class(a) data alone, since the results are essentially equivalent) is an artifact. This point is amplified in
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the next section of this paper. The true situation is revealed by the refinement of the class (6) data. The structure of the principal domains in the
lunar pigeonite crystal is closeto that of a clinohyperstheneI the boundary
regions can be assumedto be Ca-rich, probably with Ca coordinated by
eight oxygen atoms. Morimoto and Giiven (1968, 1970) did not separate
the data for the refinement of the Mull pigeonite, so there js no information available on the results of a separate class (D) refinement for that
pigeonite. However, the close agreement between refinements for all the
data of both the Mull and lunar pigeonites indicates that the results of a
class (D) refinement for the Mull pigeonite would be similar to those for
the lunar pigeonite. We sriggest, therefore, that the Mull pigeonite domains are very probably also of essentially clinohypersthene structure.
We can estimate the relative amounts of the clinohypersthenedomains
and Ca-rich boundary regions in the lunar pigeonite crystal by using the
observed scale factors as follows. Let K be the true scalefactor relating
counts per second to electrons for this crystal in this X-ray diffraction
experiment, disregarding the augite. We can write

K I F"o"
i + tt - rSln""r.(II)l,
| : ,l F"^rc(I)
where.I stands for the clinohypersthene domains, 11 for the Ca-rich regions, and r is the mole percent of clinohypersthenein the crystal. For the
so KlF.r'"1:,lF"ur.
class (6) reflections,we assume that F.*(II):0,
:
write
(K/r)
we
can
(1) l. Theref ore
lF.o"l lF*"(1) | and
K/r : k(b),
where &(D) is the scale factor obtained from the refinement of the class
(D) data alone. It follows that
r : K/[k(b)].
Substituting the values given in Table-4, we find r:0-609/O.714 or 85
percent.As the domains are about 100 A in size (Table 3), the boundary
regions making up the remaining 15 percent cannot each be more than a
very few unit cells, at most.
TuB t'SretrsrrcAr," SrnucrunB on Prcoowrre
Why does refinement of all data or of class (a) data produce an "average" or "statistical" structure? We have considered several possible
reasons,as follows. First, there might be two distinct phaseswith identical cell dimensions, one P21fc and one C2/c, both contributing to the
class (a) reflections but only the P21/c phase to the class (D) reflections.
X-ray photographs of some lunar clinopyroxenes do show evidence for
incomplete unmixing (Ross el al.,1970a, D).The diffuse streaking between
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the reciprocal lattice spots of host and lamellar phases suggests that
small "islands" or possibly "domain boundaries" of more calcium-rich
clinopyroxene persist within the host pyroxene, and residual calcium
may cause depressionof the inversion temperature (C2/c to ph/c) to a
value below that of the quench temperature. If the ca-rich regions tend
to maintain C2f c slrmmetry, they would contribute to the class (a) reflections but not to the class (6) reflections. However, as we have just
shown, these regions must be extremely small, with negligible contributions. Furthermore, there would be interference between the difiraction
from two such phases, and it is also difficult to assume a true ca-rich
phase (such as the c2fc one would be) which would not have the cell
constants normally found for such clinopvroxenes. Despite certain attractive features, this hypothesis does not seem tenable.
Prior to reaching this conclusion,we tested the hlpothesis by calculating a subtraction Fourier for the class (a) data, the coefficientsbeing the
difierencesbetween the observed structure factors, appropriately scaled,
and the calculated structure factors for the refined parameters of clinohypersthene. rt was assumedthat an electron-density map of the second
phase, appropriately scaled,would result, and the map does in fact have
this general appearance.The peak heights are approximately one-tenth
of those observed on an electron-density map. The M2 y position, in
particular, is appreciably shifted away from the clinohypeisthene value,
corresponding to a six-coordinated site, towards that found for diopside
which has an eight-coordinated site. However, the subtraction map can
also be considered to represent the difierences between the ,,average',
structure and that of the clinohypersthene (H. T. Evans,
Jr., oral comm.,
1970), and this seems the most satisfactory explanation of its features.
Second, there might be appreciable contributions to the intensity of
the class (o) reflections by the augite exsolved on (001). However, its
cell parameters (Table 1), particularly the B varue, preclude superposition
of reflections except at low angles. careful monitoring of the reflections
during collection was made with this possibility in mind, and questionable reflectionswere eliminated from the data set. Therefore, the presence
of augite should not be afiecting the refinement.
Third, the difierencesbetween the,4 and B chains in the p21/c structure might be so slight that the structure, consideredas consisting of two
sub-cells,is fundamentally so very nearly c2/c thatthe data cannot distinguish the sub-cells.rf this were the case,routine least-squaresrefinement of any isostructural P2rf c clinopyroxene might be expected to
produce a "statistical" structure. Fortunately, a synthetic clinoferrosilite structure has been refined (Burnham, 1967), so that direct comparison without complications produced by compositional disorder can be
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made. The positional parameters for clinoferrosilite are in general similar
to those obtained for the Mull pigeonite (Morimoto and Giiven, 1968;

presently available for the observed"statistical" structure is the pres.rr.. in pigeonite of domains and associatedboundary regions, proposed
by Morirnoto and Tokonami (1969). Within each domain the structure is
closeto that of a clinohypersthene and the class (D) data result from this

emphasizethat it exhibits anomaliesnot found from refinements of data
for intermediate-composition clinopyroxenes with C2/c symmetry, as
previously noted, Obviously, further studies of various pigeonites, pariicularly of some exhibiting no observable broadening of the class (D)
reflections, should be made with the evidence of the present study in
view.
Cnvsrar-uzarroN ol rHE LUNAR PrcnoNrrn'
explanation of the processthat
A consistent and rather simple ph-v-sical

pigeonite solvus the C2/c pigeonite inverted to the Phf c structure-tl-pe.
i, cooling continued to tle quench temperature, domains of the P21fc
pigeonite became further depleted in calcium, thus obtaining a chemical
co-position closeto that of clinohypersthene,(Mg,Fe)SiOa'
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